Bio-generation of stable isotope labeled internal standards for absolute and relative quantitation of drug metabolites in plasma samples by LC-MS/MS.
In order to achieve a better understanding of the toxicity of drug candidates, quantitative characterization of circulatory drug metabolites has been of increasing interest in current pharmaceutical research. Stable isotope labeled (STIL) internal standards (IS) are ideally used to simplify drug metabolite quantitation via liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis, primarily due to their capability to compensate matrix effects, thereby leading to faster method establishment by using generic assay conditions. However, chemical synthesis of STIL metabolites can often be resource intensive, requiring lengthy exploratory synthesis route development and/or extensive optimization to achieve the required stability for some metabolites. To overcome these challenges, we developed a general method that could generate STIL metabolites in a matter of hours from STIL parent drugs through the utilization of an appropriate in vitro metabolic incubation. This methodology can potentially save valuable synthesis resources, as well as provide timely availability of STIL IS. The following work demonstrates the proof-of-concept that multiple STIL metabolites can be generated simultaneously to provide satisfactory performance for both absolute quantitation of drug metabolites and for potential use in assessment of relative exposure coverage across species in safety tests of drug metabolites (MIST).